2017 Final Report
SITL PARIS
INTRALOGISTICS

SITL Paris and Intralogistics 2017 was held from 14 to 16 March at Paris Porte de
Versailles - Pavillon 1, attracting 526 exhibitors. The 2017 event was a great
success and numbers were up by 11.6% from 2015, with 29,715 professional
participants. To continue the diverse specialities featured at SITL, thematic business
meetings (rail, maritime, road and river transport) were extended to the cold chain, importexport, dangerous goods, urban delivery and e-retail. This approach offers visitors content
that is targeted to their activities and enables exhibitors to demonstrate their expertise in
each sector.
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A FULL CONFERENCE AND EVENTS PROGRAMME
SITL and INTRALOGISTICS hosted 89 sessions and workshops.
The 2017 conference programme focused on 8 topics. It offered the perfect opportunity for
journalists and professionals to share their experience and perspective, within their
speciality.

Urban delivery

Air transport
E-retail

Dangerous goods

Import-export

Rail freight
Inland waterways

Cold chain

In total, over 305 speakers shared their expertise and 6,124 participants attended the
sessions.
European Rail Freight Day participation was up with 718 people in attendance, compared
to 646 last year. This increase is explained by the need to communicate on the progress of
ongoing work and to offer explanations for shippers and service providers looking for
information.
The 5th Maritime Day was the opportunity to hear from major European ports. This year
focused on current issues, such as container weight, environmental challenges, offshore
wind farms, tracking innovations and “XXL shipping”. The event attracted 455 participants.
With the 2017 French presidential election campaign underway, SITL opened by
inviting representatives of the five major candidates to speak. They each presented their
Roadmap for the transport sector. The following representatives presented their
political programmes one after the other: Benoît Hamon's team – François DE VOYER,
President of the “Audace” club of CEOs in support of Marine Le Pen – François Fillon’s team –
Laurent Courtois, joint head of Jean-Luc Mélenchon’s “Transport” programme – Arnaud
LEROY, spokesman for Emmanuel Macron. This major event was chaired by Frédéric
Denhez, journalist and speaker at France Inter. This highlight of SITL 2017 received
extensive media coverage.
The first day included two forward-looking and impactful plenary sessions. Over 400
people came together to discuss the topics of “human-free logistics” and “from the factory of
the future to the last mile”.
Maxime Sokolov, Russia’s Minister of Transport, and Alain Vidalies, French Secretary of State
for Transport, attended the inauguration and European Rail Freight Day.
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20 MOST POPULAR SESSIONS
Rank

1

Theme

Topic

Plenary session

Drones, robots and autonomous vehicles:

No.
towards human-free

225

From the factory of the future to the last mile: are logistics providers

206

logistics?

2

Plenary session

taking the digital route?

3

Import-Export

Digital transformation of the supply chain

205

4

European Rail

International: Development of new rail routes

172

Rail in action

159

Maritime transport in crisis: how to assess the market and protect

154

Freight Day

5

European Rail
Freight Day

6

Maritime Day

against its vagaries? What is the financial risk for shipping
companies? What are the best strategies?

7

European Rail

The rail freight market stall in 2016: a blip or is decline back?

144

Freight Day

8

Import-Export

Clearing customs successfully

139

9

Urban deliveries

Local authorities and urban logistics: which directions and what

128

impacts?

10

Import-Export

Transporting well to successfully deliver internationally

124

11

Urban deliveries

Urban logistics: how can space, resources and infrastructures be

120

shared for optimal flow?

12

Import-Export

Managing toxic gases in imported sea containers

120

13

Plenary session

Which will be the roadmap for France's next President in transport

116

and logistics?

14

Maritime Day

Ports and regions, a route-based vision to improve competitiveness

111

15

Urban deliveries

Best practices and experiments in urban logistics

107

16

Dangerous goods

What’s new in the 2017 Dangerous Goods Regulations?

103

17

Transport Next

Moving forward to a low-carbon road transport: myth or reality?

103

Generation

18

Maritime Day

Ports and ships of the future, what innovations will keep us

97

competitive?

19

European Rail

Computerisation: the great leap forward

94

Freight Day

20

Intralogistics

Conf 1 - 2 pm

93

20

Maritime Day

12 noon

93
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UNCOVERING ALL THE FACETS
OF TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS
526 businesses were exhibitors at the SITL Paris and Intralogistics trade fairs.
The following is a breakdown by industry sector:

Transport and logistics services

Sites, logistics centres or
infrastructure

21%
28%

Supply chain management

IT services
11%
Information technologies and
systems for transport and storage
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7%

19%
11%

3%

Identification, tracking, RFIS and
contactless technologies
Equipment for road and
alternative transport, the cold
chain and urban logistics

Transport Next Generation included 7 areas of innovation: urban transport, road

transport, temperature-controlled transport, rail transport, river transport, maritime
transport and multimodal transport. This sector brings together innovative transport
equipment in one place to help industry players and distributors imagine and implement
the transport plans of tomorrow.
Major manufacturers, such as Total and Renault, attended in 2017. We were also
honoured to host AFGNV (French association for natural gas vehicles), a true reference
on the market.

TARGETED AND EASIER BUSINESS MEETINGS
The business meetings are growing each year, confirming the success of a system that offers
a physical space, workshops and access to the visitor database in order to organise
meetings. Two clearly defined spaces in the middle and to the East of the Hall hosted 6
themes, including Rail Freight Meetings, Dangerous Goods Transport, Cold Chain,
Urban Deliveries, Import-Export and E-Retail.
The four new themes brought together 20 exhibiting companies, with 16 for the Rail Freight
Meetings and 12 for the Dangerous Goods Meetings.
In total, there were 50 specialist service providers from these sectors across these two
spaces.
The two Agora meeting rooms associated with the Business Meetings brought together 40
service providers and 1,306 visitors, with 40 client workshops where they could share
feedback in a succinct, dynamic and interactive way. A total of 1,306 people participated,
which was twice as many as in 2016.
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MATCH & MEET: GENERATING QUALIFIED LEADS
Match & Meet is a networking platform designed to generate leads by exchanging contact
details and organising business meetings.
This year, 82 exhibitors signed up for Match & Meet.
Companies using the tool generated a total of 577 qualified leads with 323 requests
accepted, thanks to pin-point selection that corresponded to their core target.
The exhibitors held 246 meetings in the Business Meetings area. These prescheduled meetings were an added bonus and reassured companies of the need to attend
SITL every year. The meetings added to the spontaneous contacts they made throughout
the event.

VISITORS WITH A STRATEGIC ROLE IN THEIR COMPANY
A majority of transport and logistics users

20%

Equipment and solutions
providers

43%

Transport and logistics
suppliers
Transport and logistics
users

37%

The professionals who attended our SITL Paris events mostly included transport and logistics
users (43%) and transport and logistics service providers (37%).
A wide range of business sectors represented, with a focus on logistics

Activities represented (%)
12

6

10
8
6
4

Shipping companies

Infrastructure

Property developers

Real estate manager

Investors

Publishing and printing

Freight

Transport equipment

0

Logistics
Agri-food
Automotive industry
Electric, electronic and…
E-Commerce, distance selling
Aeronautics
Platform, warehouses
Air transport
Maintenance
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Logistics accounts for the leading activity of visitors (12%). Players from various types of
transport sectors (road, air, rail, maritime, inland waterways) made up a significant portion
of visitor numbers (14%). A variety of industry sectors were also highly represented,
including the agri-food (3.75%), automotive (2.31%) and industrial chemicals (1.32%)
sectors.

Shippers represented all industry and distribution sectors.

BUSINESS SECTORS OF SHIPPERS IN ATTENDANCE

IN %

Retail and distribution

16.2

IT, software publishers, integrators

9.7

Agri-food

8.9

Automotive industry

6.9

Construction and civil engineering

5.8

Energy

5.4

Industrial equipment

5.3

Electrical, electronic and computer equipment manufacturers

4.3

E-commerce, distance selling

3.4

Aeronautics

3.1

Industrial chemicals, parachemicals

2.9

Consumer goods

2.5

Equipment manufacturers

2.4

Health, sanitation

2.4

Heavy industry

2.2

Equipment rental

2.0

Textiles

1.8

Environment

1.8

Pharmaceutical industry

1.7

Maintenance

1.5

Steel industry, metallurgy

1.5

Household goods

1.2

Publishing and printing

1.2

Raw materials, processing

1.1

Security

1.1

Cosmetics, perfume

1.0

Waste

1.0

Petroleum industry

1.0

Operations

0.7

TOTAL

100
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Mid-size businesses and large corporations in high attendance
SITL Paris 2017 attracted visitors from large corporations:
Companies with over 250 employees accounted for 45% of visitors and 19% of
these were corporations with over 5,000 employees.
SMEs/SMIs accounted for 36% of visitors and companies with fewer than 50 employees
represented 37%.
Major buyers attend the event as members of the Marco Polo Club, a programme offering
exclusive benefits for transport and logistics decision-makers from the industry and
distribution sectors. Before the event, they participate in strategic discussions with the
organising team. Some of them are members of the strategic committee which meets
several times a year. They also use their experience, industry knowledge and high standards
to support sector players and start-ups by judging the innovations entered for the Innovation
Award and Start-Up Contest and selecting the winners.

Visitor breakdown by company staff numbers
(%)
60
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40
20
0
<250
250 - 5000
>5000

48% of visitors involved in corporate strategy had a final decision-making role for
transport and logistics in their company (compared with 36% in 2016). Next were visitors
with a role in making recommendations, at 42%.

Geographical origin of visitors
SITL Paris primarily attracts French visitors, with 56% from the Paris (Ile-de-France)
region and 44% from elsewhere in France. Over one third of visitors from outside Paris
came from the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and Hauts-de-France regions. 8% of visitors came
from outside France.
8%

Paris (Ile-de-France)

48%

Elsewhere in France

44%

International

International visitors came from 82 different countries. 27% of them came from the
Benelux region and 46% from countries bordering France. 24% of visitors came from
Africa, particularly North Africa.
20,0
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14,0
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18.7
14.5

7.5
5.7

4.7

4.7

4.6

4.4

4.1

3.8

2.8

1.6

1.6

1.3

1.3

1.1
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REWARDING INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The 17th Innovation Awards Ceremony was held at the venue at 12 noon on Thursday
16 March to reward the most innovative projects in the transport and logistics sector.
The Innovation Gallery presented 44 entries’ projects and the judges awarded prizes to 6
winners, including two for the 2nd Start-Up Contest and the new Mega Demonstrator
award.
The winners of the Innovation Awards work in urban distribution, automation, digitalisation
and logistics performance, illustrating the plethora of new products and services in the
sector, as demonstrated by the judges’ choice to recognise Ledgys and Wing.
The best Transport and Logistics Service innovation went to Wing, with its new
ShipFromStore service, reflecting the increasing digitalisation of the logistics sector. The
service offers retailers the opportunity to digitalise their outlets by collecting products that
are available for sale on their website directly from a store that has the products in stock
(including in-store collection, packaging and shipping).
Innovation was also recognised for LIBNER in the transport equipment category, with Bil
Lift, a solution to facilitate vehicle loading and unloading.
Getra received the Intralogistics Equipment award for Getra Area Cricket, an innovative
solution for multi-product packaging.
PTV Group won the Information Technologies and Systems category for PTV Arrival Board,
a display screen that updates automatically, listing trucks and their estimated time of arrival
(ETA).

NEW FOR 2017: the Mega Demonstrator prize was awarded on the basis of the
scores given by delegations of major manufacturers and distributors and by individual
visitors who came to check out the new 300 m2 demonstration area, which houses 23
demonstrations in an immersive staged setting. These demonstrations were presented to
supply chain, IT, finance, purchasing and transport managers from major corporations, who
together assessed, tested and judged the solutions presented.
The prize went to Pickeos with their highly economical LED strip Pick-to-Light guidance
system for large warehouse floors. The idea of the system is to instantly direct operators to
where products are stored via visual signals (stock location and end of aisle). This unique
concept can cover extensive warehouse facilities (several thousand m²), and can be tailored
to any size of stock location, from small trays to pallets.
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PROMOTING THE SECTOR’S START-UPS
Once again, the SITL Start-Up Contest proved its relevance, with around twenty entries
showcasing original solutions and innovative new added-value services.
This second edition of the Start-Up Contest was held as a live contest, judged on the basis of
the entrants’ pitches to the 7 judges.
The prize went to the most innovative transport and logistics start-up: Ledgys.
Ledgys offers a simple system for certifying exchanges in a supply chain using blockchain
technology. It timestamps and certifies all data flows with a tamperproof process. These
certified flows are fully traceable and provide evidence with high probative value.

Innovation and discovering new products
remain the key draw for SITL and INTRALOGISTICS
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THE WINNERS OF THE 17TH INNOVATION AWARDS
BEST INNOVATION - TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
Winner
Nominee

Nominee

Winner

Nominee
Nominee

Winner

Nominee
Nominee

Winner

Nominee

Nominee

LIBNER – BIL LIFT

improving vehicle loading and
unloading
GOODYEAR DUNLOP TYRES
The Goodyear Proactive Solutions
FRANCE
Predictive Algorithm offers
transport fleets a system for
measuring tyre pressure and
temperature.
PKM LOGISTIQUE
‘Transloader’ semi-trailer, a vehicle
for minimising kilometres driven
without load.
BEST INNOVATION - TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS SERVICES
PTV GROUP

PTV Arrival Board, a display screen
that updates automatically, listing
trucks and their Estimated Time of
Arrival (ETA).
NOVELAD
INSTAVOX, turns a smartphone
into a professional walkie-talkie.
INNOV+
TOUCANGO, the solution for raising
drivers’ awareness levels.
BEST INNOVATION - TECHNOLOGY AND IT SYSTEMS
PTV GROUP

PTV Arrival Board, a display screen
that updates automatically, listing
trucks and their Estimated Time of
Arrival (ETA).
NOVELAD
INSTAVOX, turns a smartphone
into a professional walkie-talkie
INNOV+
TOUCANGO, the solution for raising
drivers’ awareness levels.
BEST INNOVATION - INTRALOGISTICS EQUIPMENT
GETRA

GETRA AREA CRICKET, an
innovative solution for multiproduct packaging.
SAICA PACK FRANCE
Petit Bateau back and forth box
designed for sending clothes sold
via e-commerce.
ISITEC INTERNATIONAL
AGV Trilogic service, offers a
comprehensive Automated Guided
Vehicle (AGV) service through it
partner ISITEC: includes design,
manufacturing and implementation
with all kinds of customers, in all
business sectors.
BEST INNOVATION - MEGA DEMONSTRATOR

Winner

PICKEOS

Winner

LEDGYS

Go-to-Light, highly economical LED
strip Pick-to-Light guidance system
for large warehouse floors.

START-UP CONTEST
simple exchange certification
system within a logistics chain
thanks to Blockchain technology.
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SEE YOU IN 2018!
Alain Bagnaud, Managing Director of SITL, and his entire team, would like to thank everyone
who continues to make Intralogistics an ongoing success - the exhibitors and visitors, all
event partners, the media and trade organisations that help organise the fair and its content
throughout the year.
See you again on 20 - 23 March 2018 for the 35th SITL and 6th Intralogistics
Europe, at Hall 6, Paris Nord Villepinte, or perhaps at another of the 15 Reed
Exhibitions Transport & Logistics fairs around the world.
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